
CANTILLO GESHA
A 2019 DIVINO NINO SPECIAL SELECTION

COUNTRY

REGION

PRODUCER

ELEVATION

VARIETY

PROCESSING

HARVEST SEASON

COLOMBIA

SUAZA, HUILA

THE CANTILLO FAMILY

1,650 - 1,700 MASL

GESHA

WET PROCESSED

JANUARY-FEBRUARY 2019

Three years ago Passenger’s green buying team decided to refine its sourcing strategy with the goal of creating a 
new foundational menu. There are two fundamental goals that informed this decision. First, and most importantly, we 
wanted to pursue ongoing, and ideally longterm, partnerships for the high-volume coffees that we buy every year 
because we believe that this supports a more viable business model for producers. A reliable partner who can be 
counted on to purchase significant volumes of coffee every year is a valuable assurance and reduces risk for the 
communities that we work with. Secondly, the foundational menu approach also supports us in realizing specific goals 
for Passenger. Pursuing stable relationships with producers who we can count on to deliver quality coffees every year 
allows us to offer a diverse foundational menu, that, with the aid of deep freeze preservation, is consistently available 
to our partners and customers year round. 

While still at an early stage of development, our five Foundational partnerships, Montecarlos, Daterra, Heza, Agaro, 
and Divino Niño are off to a fantastic start and already deepening, thanks to the launch of our sister company Neces-
sary Coffee. And as we hoped when first dreaming up the Foundational Menu, a lovely consequence of these partner-
ships is that our green buying team is increasingly offered opportunities to buy unique microlots and other Reserve 
Lot quality coffees that are brought to our attention through these foundational relationships. These remarkable 
coffees, which we will often designate as Special Selections, provide additional context and nuance to our apprecia-
tion of the beautiful farms and communities that we are proud to work with.

We were introduced to the producers of this delicious gesha variety selection, the Cantillo family, as a result of our 
ongoing partnership with the Diviño Nino and ASOCAFOR producer groups in southern Huila, Colombia. Javier 
Cantillo is one of the 25 members of Divino Niño, contributing coffee to the lots that we buy every year for Passen-
ger’s foundational offering of the same name. Javier’s two uncles, Eugenio and Isaías, their cousin Edgar Garcia Ossa, 
and Isaías’ son Jose Manuel all produce small volumes of gesha on their individual farms. This special selection 
presents their gesha harvests together as a Cantillo family blend. 

Softly complex florals, citrus, and milk chocolate on the nose introduce a layered, intensely 
sweet cup. Look for flavors of lemon curd and passionfruit that are beautifully balanced by 
berry-like acidity and a richness reminiscent of shortbread.

IN THE CUP

This intensely sweet and complex coffee is a blend of gesha variety selections from multiple 
Cantillo family farms, located in the same region of southern Huila, Colombia where Passenger’s 
Divino Niño Foundational lots are produced.
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